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Abstract—Fingerprints lifted from crime scenes is a routine procedure used for identifying suspects that is extremely 
important to law enforcement agencies and forensics. Latents are partial fingerprints with small area and containing large 
distortion. The noise characteristic and small number of minutiae makes the latents extremely difficult to automatically 
match the fingerprints that are stored in law enforcement databases. The proposed approach provides an efficient algorithm 
for identification of individual latent fingerprints. Three texture based features are used to improve the matching accuracy. 
These features include 1. Entropy coefficient 2. Correlation coefficient 3. Energy coefficient. The proposed approach 
provides better results as they are used to match features of fingerprint images. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
     Fingerprint evidence is the most positive 
investigative means for identifying suspects in law 
enforcement agencies. There are three types of 
fingerprints used in law enforcement applications as 
shown in fig. 1 (i) Rolled, in this case ink is first 
applied to the finger surface and it is obtained by 
rolling the finger “nail-to-nail” either on platen of a 
scanner or paper. (ii) Plain, in this case the finger is 
placed on platen of a scanner or paper without rolling. 
(iii) Latents, which are lifted from surface of objects 
that are handled by a person or inadvertently touched 
typically at crime scenes. Rolled prints usually 
contain large amount of information regarding ridge 
structure on a fingerprint. Latents usually contain 
small amount of information for matching due to 
inherent noise and their size. Compared to rolled or 
plain fingerprints, latents will have a large non-linear 
distortion which is obtained due to pressure 
variations. These characteristics will make the latent 
fingerprint matching as a more challenging problem. 

Fig. 1 Types of fingerprint impressions  
    a) Rolled b) Plain c) Latent 

      
     Manual latent fingerprint identification follow a 
procedure called ACE-V (analysis, comparison, 

evaluation and verification). For latent examiners 
ACE-V procedure is quite tedious and time 
consuming, latents are usually matched against small 
number of suspects which are identified either by 
mode of operation (M.O) or eye witness description. 
With the existence of AFIS, fingerprint examiners 
can match latents against a large fingerprint database. 
This process is carried out by semiautomatic 
procedure which consists of following stages: (i) 
initially, the features(singular points and minutiae) 
are marked in the latent, (ii) an AFIS search is to be 
launched, (iii) verifying top-N candidate fingerprints 
visually which is returned by AFIS. The speed and 
accuracy of this procedure is still not satisfactory. 
AFIS certainly does not meet the “lights-out mode” 
of operation which is desired by FBI.  
    In latent fingerprint matching, there are two major 
problems which are required to be solved. First is to 
align the two fingerprints to be compared and second 
one is to compute a match score between the two 
latent fingerprints. In order to overcome these two 
problems, the descriptor-based Hough transform 
(DBHT), which is a combination of generalized 
Hough transform and local minutiae descriptor, 
which is known as Minutiae Cylinder Code (MCC). 
The orientation field is considered as a factor for 
computing the match score.  
 
Texture features are included to improve the 
matching accuracy. An efficient algorithm for 
fingerprint recognition is considered by using various 
statistical features which are obtained from 
fingerprint images. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 
A. Latent fingerprint matching 
     Based on efforts of research and development the 
latent fingerprints are classified into three streams 
according to manual input which are required from 
fingerprint examiners: consistent with the existing 
practice, increasing the manual input, or decreasing 
the manual input. Due to large variations in latent 
fingerprint quality and important requirements of 
practical applications, the above three streams has its 
value. 
     The improvement of latent matching accuracy has 
been reported by using extended features, which are 
marked manually for latents. In poor quality latents, 
marking the extended features is time consuming 
process and might be feasible in rare cases. Hence, 
some studies have concentrated on latent matching by 
using reduced amount of manual input, such as 
singular points and manually marked region of 
interest (ROI). However, only small portion of latents 
are correctly identified by this approach. Hence the 
proposed matcher takes manually marked minutiae as 
input which is consistent with the existing practice. 
B. Evaluation of latent fingerprint  technologies 
     To evaluate latent feature extraction and matching 
techniques, NIST has been conducting a multiphase 
project on evaluation of latent fingerprint 
technologies (ELFT). ELFT-phase I is used to assess 
the feasibility of latent fingerprint identification 
systems using Automated Feature Extraction 
Matching (AFEM). ELFT-phase II is used to actually 
measure the performance of AFEM technology and 
evaluate whether it is viable to have those systems in 
the operational use in order to reduce the amount of 
time needed by latent examiners to manually mark 
latents thereby increasing throughput. 
     In phase I, images of latents are selected from both 
operational and nonoperational scenarios. In phase II, 
images of latents were taken only from operational 
environments. The quality of latents which are used 
in phase II is better compared to phase I. The quality 
of latents varies significantly which is obtained by 
considering the three different quality levels of latent 
fingerprints. The variations in quality of latent 
fingerprints are shown in fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Three different quality levels of latent  fingerprints a) 
Good, b) Bad, c) Ugly. 

 
C. Evaluation of latent examiners 
      A latent examiner can be viewed as slow but 
provides accurate matching. Compared to automatic 
matchers they are much slower, quantitatively the 
accuracy estimation of latent examiners is not easy. 
In case of poor quality latents, the conclusions of 
latent examiners are not always in agreement. In 
addition, the same latent examiner may change the 
conclusion on the same fingerprint pair at a later time. 
These issues in the latent identification process will 
only be solved when the automatic matcher can 
outperform latent examiners in accuracy. 
D. Texture features extraction 
      The entropy coefficient is to be computed from 
the intensity histogram of the image. A correlation 
coefficient is to be computed by performing 
correlation operation between the original image and 
filtered version of the image which is obtained by 
using 2D wiener filter. Finally, the energy coefficient 
is to be obtained by subjecting the image to a 5-level 
wavelet decomposition and then computing the 
percentage energy of the approximation coefficient 
which is obtained after 5th level decomposition. 

 
III. PROPOSED APPROACH 
 
     The proposed approach uses robust alignment 
algorithm to align fingerprints and measure similarity 
between fingerprints which are obtained by 
considering both minutiae and orientation field 
information. The texture-based features are included 
in order to improve the matching accuracy. The 
proposed algorithm is shown in fig. 3. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Overview of the Proposed Approach 
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A. Local minutiae descriptor 
      The performance of local descriptors associated 
with fingerprint matching is evaluated in four 
categories of fingerprints: poor quality, good quality, 
small common region and large plastic distortion. 
Local descriptors are coarsely classified as texture-
based, minutiae-based and image-based descriptors. 
Texture-based descriptor performs better for small 
common region category. 
B. Orientation field reconstruction 
      To improve fingerprint matching performance, 
orientation field can be used in several ways. 
Matching the orientation fields directly or by 
enhancing the images in order to extract more reliable 
features. In case of latent fingerprint matching it is 
very challenging in order to estimate the orientation 
field based only on the image due to small area of 
latent and poor quality. Singular points are to be 
marked manually in the latent fingerprint image. The 
minutiae-based orientation field reconstruction 
algorithm takes manually marked minutiae in latents 
as input and orientation field as output. The direction 
of manually marked minutiae is reliable and the 
orientation field reconstructed based on this approach 
is quite accurate or very close to singular points as 
shown in fig. 4. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Reconstructed Orientation field overlaid on the latent 

and miniature point finger print. 
 
C. Alignment 
     Alignment of fingerprints consists of estimating 
the parameters called translation and rotation. There 
are number of features used to estimate alignment 

parameters between two fingerprints, including 
orientation field, singular points, minutiae and ridges. 
In case of latent matching, singularities are not 
always present in latents, which makes it difficult to 
base the alignment of fingerprint on singular points 
alone. Acquiring manually marked orientation field is 
expensive and extracting the orientation field 
automatically from a latent image is a very 
challenging problem. In latent matching, manually 
marking minutiae is a common practice and hence the 
alignment of two fingerprints is based on minutiae. In 
order to make the alignment more accurate and 
computationally efficient a two-step approach is used 
to compute the alignment parameters for a fingerprint 
pair. In first step, voting is performed by using 
Descriptor-based Hough transform. In second step, 
minutiae pairs are used to vote for a peak and to 
compute rigid transformation between two 
fingerprints. 
D. Texture Features 
The following are the texture features which are to be 
extracted from fingerprint images: 
(i) Entropy   
      Entropy is defined as a statistical measure of 
randomness which is used to characterize the texture 
of an image. Entropy is given by, 
퐸 =  −∑ 푃 log 푃                                          (4)  
The normalized values can be computed by dividing 
each frequency count by sum of pixels in the image. 
It is given by, 
Pi = fi/ N                                                                (5) 
Where, fi is defined as ith frequency value of 
histogram and N is defined as total number of pixels. 
(ii)  Correlation 
        The correlation is defined by considering 
correlation operation between the original image and 
filtered version of an image which is obtained by 
using a 2D wiener filter. 
The coefficients A and B are considered in order to 
calculate the correlation, 
Cc = A/B  
Where   퐴 =  ∑ ∑ (퐼 − 퐼)̅(퐽 − 퐽)̅                (6)    
퐵 = {∑ ∑ (퐼 − 퐼)̅ } {∑ ∑ (퐽푚푛 − 퐽)̅ }          
 Where Imn is the original image of dimensions m x n 
and Jmn is the filtered version of the same image. 퐼 ̅
and 퐽 ̅ denote mean pixel values of corresponding 
images. 
(iii)  Energy 
         Energy coefficient is obtained by subjecting the 
image I to 5 level wavelet decomposition. This 
decomposition involves convolving the image with 
low-pass filter in order to generate the approximation 
coefficients (A) and generating detailed coefficients 
(D) by considering the high-pass filter, which is 
followed by down-sampling. 
In decomposition operation, the approximation 
coefficients A5 and detailed coefficients D5, D4, D3, 
D2, D1 are generated as shown in fig. 5. 
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Fig.5.Wavelet decomposition of an image 

 
The percentage of the energy in correspondence with 
approximation coefficient is computed by, 
퐸 = ∑

∑( )
                     (7) 

The final feature vector is taken as composite formed 
by considering the three coefficients and it is given 
by, 
퐹 =  {퐶 , 퐸 , 퐸 }                                   (8) 
Classification is carried out by mapping the feature 
vectors of a testing set and training set into 
appropriate feature spaces. 
 The difference is calculated using Manhattan 
distance metric (d) which include the two n-
dimensional vectors and it is given by, 
푑 =  ∑ |푇 − 푆 |                                   (9) 
Where, T={T1,T2,…,Tn} and S={S1,S2,…,Sn} 
 E. Similarity measure 
     The matching score between two fingerprints is 
computed for each of 10 different alignments by 
comparing minutiae and orientation fields. The 
maximum value of 10 scores is considered as the 
final matching score between the two fingerprints. To 
obtain minutiae matching score under a given 
alignment, the corresponding minutiae pairs are to 
computed. The minutiae matching score is given by              
 푆 =  ∑ 푆  (푖)푆 (푖)              (1)   
Where Sc(i) denotes the similarity between minutiae 
cylinder code of ith  pair.  
푆 (푖) =  1− (푑 (푖)/2푇   maps the spatial distance 
ds(i) of ith pair of matched minutiae.  
N denotes number of minutiae in the latent. 
The matching score will depend on number of 
matching minutiae, which is affected by distance 
threshold.   
The similarity between two orientation field is given 
by, 

 푆 = |∑ ( ( ) ( ))|
∑                     (2) 

Where VK is taken as 1 if both the corresponding 
blocks of K are valid, otherwise VK is taken as 0. 
The overall matching score is given by,  
 푆 = (1 −푤 )푆 + 푤 푆                       (3) 
Where wo is empirically set as 0.4. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTATIONS AND RESULTS 
 
       To test the efficiency of the projected method 
Experimentations were performed taking images 
from 
FVC2000 database. 

  

Fig6: apply 5 levels DWT for test fingerprint and train 
fingerprint. 

 
Fig7. Output results for latent fingerprint and rolled 

fingerprint matching. 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
      Latent fingerprint matching is carried out using 
descriptor-based Hough transform and texture 
features. The matching accuracy is improved by using 
texture features in the proposed approach. These 
features are calculated quickly leading to quick 
recognition response. The texture based features can 
prove to be more useful compared to standard 
minutiae based approaches when fingerprint images 
are captured during noisy environments or by using 
low lighting where the details of minutiae cannot be 
extracted reliably. The future work would include the 
development of indexing algorithm to speed up latent 
matching.   
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